
On June 5, Korean Central News Agency, the official state news agency of the Democratic
People's Republic of Korea officially declared the welcoming of the formation of the national
unity government in Palestine: 

The  national  unity  government  consisting  of  the
Palestine  National  Liberation  Movement  (Fatah)
and  the  Palestine  Islamic  Resistance  Movement
(Hamas),  major  political  forces  of  Palestine,  was
formed on June 2.
We welcome the establishment of the national unity
government of Palestine and estimate the efforts of
Fatah  and  Hamas  for  the  national  reconciliation
and unity.

We  hope  that  the  new government  will  regain  as
soon  as  possible  the  legitimate  rights  of  the
Palestinian people  including the right  to  build an
independent  state  with Kuds as  its  capital  city  by
their concerted efforts.

The Korean people have continously been fighting imperialism from before the birth of democratic
Korea and until this day. Under the leadership of comrade Kim Il Sung, the Japanese colonialism in
Korea was defeated and between 1950-53 the Fatherland Liberation War was fought against the US-
imperialist aggressor and it's puppets of the United Nations. Even though the US-imperialist army
was technologically superior to the Korean People's Army, the Korean People's Army, under the
guidance of Kim Il Sung, had the support from the masses of the Korean people behind their guns
which guaranteed the ultimate victory of the Korean people over imperialist oppression. Since the
end of the Fatherland Liberation War, southern Korea is still occupied by the US. While the people
of the Democratic People's Republic of Korea (DPRK) have the right to organise political parties,
trade unions and other organizations, their counterpart in south Korea is threatened by long prison
sentences for doing what is obvious for the people in the DPRK by the arbitrary National Security
Act, which is criminalizing any “anti-state” activities. 

The oppressed people stand together against oppression. The Korean people's struggle for a unified
and free Korea is the same struggle as the the Palestinians struggle against Zionism and the Irish
national  liberation  struggle  against  British  imperialism.  The  anti-imperialist  and  anti-zionist
struggle is one and the same.
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